From the Companys 1938 series of advertisements, 3CM87 a Park Ward saloon with division,
in the west counhy, likely Devon or Cornwall.

If YO

were in the market for a new Rolls-Royce
UPhantom III in the years 1935 to 1939, you were
likely to be subject to advertising from three sources: the Rolls
Royce company itself, dealers, or coachbuilders (some of whom
were also dealers).
The Phantom III was announced on Wednesday 2 October
1935. The next day, the Paris Salon opened, and experimental car
33EX was available as a demonstrator car. The British had to wait
Above: Barclays commonly used profile photos of cars they sold, and
here is one of3AX139, a Park Ward limousine. These photos were
for a showing at the Olympia Motor Show in London from 17
much
used by Lawrence Dalton in his coachwork books, but without
to 26 October 1935. The announcement was premature, because
the advertising panel on the right hand side.
production of the model had not commenced. In fact, all but two
of the seven cars exhibited at the London show were on dummy
chassis; only 36EX, a Hooper limousine, on the Rolls-Royce stand
and 37EX, a Park Ward sedanca de ville on the coachbuilder's stand,
were operating vehicles. The first production chassis was off test at
Derby on 22 May 1936, but already by that time dozens of chassis
had been ordered by customers.
In October 1935 Rolls-Royce placed full-page
advertisements in the motoring press. If you were a potential
customer the Company might send you a 44-page catalogue, which
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included a picture of a chassis with the 4-carburettor configuration
Above: Another Barclay photo, showing Arthur Mulliner
that was not to make it into production, and line drawings of six cars.
limousine 3BU8; this photo was possibly taken after the War.
A small, abridged catalogue was also available at the same time.
The Autocar on 4 October had a 2-page article on the chassis; The
Motor followed on 8 October with a 3-page article. In the motoring
Below: Barclays continued to advertise during the war (as did Rolls
press of October some coachbuilders were able to give line drawing Royce itself), and this is an interesting ad. showing 3DL192, a James
Young sedanca de ville, a car not sold until October 1941. Note Jack
renditions of the bodies they proposed to build on the chassis.
Barclays personalised number plate used on many of his cars.
It was not until 1936 that advertising the car got under way
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in any serious fashion. The Company had an Advertising Committee
(the files of which are available at the Sir Henry Royce Foundation
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advertising and expenditure. Whilst the advertising bill for Rolls
Royce cars was £8,802 in 1935 in 1936 it jumped to £16,319 (plus
'
£16,382 for Bentley).
There were two series of Company advertisements for
the Phantom III in the motoring and higher class magazines. Most
.
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showed the cars in country settings; the first series used Company
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